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§ Understanding what are optical models of the human eye
§ Understanding the purposes of the models
§ Appreciating the variation in complexity of models
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What are optical model eyes?
Optical model eyes fall into two categories
§ The encyclopedia type of model:
An optical model eye is a mechanistic summary of everything we know about
the eye’s optical system and how it works

§ The toy train type of model:
A optical model eye is a working device that mimics the functional behaviour
of real eyes, but does not necessarily attempt to be anatomically or
mechanistically accurate
It can have a variety of embodiments: physical, mathematical, or
computational

What are optical model eyes (cont.)?
Second, “toy train” approach:
Advantage: real-world problems get solved
Disadvantage: may oversimplify (structurally, mechanistically) important features
of the eye

A good optical model eye (“schematic” eye) summarises and
organises understanding of the eye as an optical system
It provides a conceptual framework for thinking about how the
retinal image is formed to launch the visual process

What are purposes of optical model eyes?
Used for
§

Physical models used for calibrating instruments,
training for ophthalmoscopy

§

Retinal image size

§

Retinal light levels

§

Refractive errors from variations in eye dimensions

§

Power of intraocular lenses

§

Aberrations & retinal image quality with/without optical or surgical intervention

§

Designing intraocular lenses and corneal refractive surgery

§

Customisation for individuals

§

Designing ophthalmic corrections to slow the development of myopia

Some historical development
Early Greek descriptions of the eye were based
more on philosophy than on observation
Democritus described the eye as three
concentric spheres containing the various
humours required by the visual sense
The innermost sphere (the crystalline humour)
produces the visual impression when it receives
visual spirit from the brain by way of a hollow
pipe called the optic nerve
After Democritus (~ 400 BC)
figures from Wade (1998) A Natural History of Vision

Some historical development
– the earliest optical eye model drawings
The drawings of Scheiner were the first to
show refraction of light rays to form an
image on the retina

Scheiner (1619)

Scheiner’s experiment (illustrated by
Descartes, 1637)

Some historical development
– the first wide-angle optical eye model
Descartes exploited the optical model
eye concept to understand the mapping
of the visual hemisphere onto the
retinal surface
Note the relative optical power of the
cornea and lens and the excessive
bending of light, but it a very modernlooking optical model of the eye
Descartes (1662)

Development of complexity of
optical model eyes
n

History lesson over (for the present)

n

Jump into the 19th-20th century

n

Increasing level of complexity occurs in optical model
eyes as they better reflect the structure of real eyes

n

Accelerated by refinement of measurement
techniques and better technology

Cardinal points of the eye
Important markers of the optical properties of the eye
P and P’ anterior and posterior principal points
F and F’ anterior and posterior focal points
N and N’ anterior and posterior nodal points
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Single refracting surface (reduced eyes)
§
§
§
§
§

One refracting surface at front of eye
Simplest of schematic eyes - anatomically inaccurate because no lens,
and its lack is compensated by a very powerful cornea and short
length
Cannot demonstrate accommodation, but otherwise can be
functionally accurate with cardinal points near to correct positions
Genealogy: Huygens 1652, Listing 1851, Emsley 1932, … Thibos et
al. 1992
F
F′
PP′ NN′
Emsley’s reduced eye
n
n
n

Equivalent power +60 D
Refractive index 1.333 (4/3)
Position of aperture stop

Three refracting surfaces
§
§
§
§
§

One corneal & 2 lens surfaces
Aperture stop placed in correct position
Genealogy: Young 1801, Listing 1851, Tscherning 1898, Gullstrand
1909, Emsley 1932, … Bennett & Rabbetts 1998
Preferred for refractive error & accommodation calculations; often
little gained by more complex models
Gullstrand-Emsley eye
§ Cardinal points at reasonable locations
§ Relaxed and 10.9 D accommodated forms
F
§ For accommodated form,
anterior lens surface moves 0.4 mm,
lens becomes more curved
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Four refracting surfaces
§
§

Two corneal & 2 lens surfaces
Le Grand’s full theoretical eye
§ Relaxed and 7.1 D accommodated
forms
§ For accommodated form
lens becomes more curved
ant. surface moves forward 0.4 mm,
back surface moves away 0.1mm

§

Adaptive eyes developed;
equations show some parameters
varying with accommodation/age
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Models with lens structure
n
n

n

n

n

The refractive index of the eye lens is not constant
The refractive index increases from the edge
towards the centre i.e. there is a gradient index
This gradient index means that light does not
travel in straight lines inside the lens
The gradient index produce its own power
independent of lens surface powers
In the three and four refracting surface models,
the lack of a gradient index is compensated by
increasing surface power by having an
“equivalent” index that is higher than occurs
anywhere in the real lens

Models with lens structure (cont.)
n

OK, a bit more history
Thomas Young (1801) was aware of the
gradient index of the human lens and
attempted to model it
1.42
Thomas Young gradient index
Parabolic gradient index distribution
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Models with lens structure (cont.)
§
§

§

Gradient index optics complicates analysis
enormously
Model eye builders in the 20th century responded
by approximating the true, gradient index nature
of the lens with nested, homogeneous shells with
different refractive indices
The first of these was Gullstrand’s No. 1 “exact”
eye (1909)
F
§ 2 corneal & 4 lens surfaces
§ Relaxed & accommodated (10.9D)
forms
§ Outer cortex 1.386,
inner nucleus 1.406
F
§ Lens power > than if homogeneous with refractive
index that of nucleus
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Models with lens structure (cont.)
§
§
§

With the development of computers, raytracing through
gradient lens media has become commonplace
There is no longer a need for the lens to be modelled as a
series of shells
Models of gradient index have developed as more is
understood about the internal optical structure of the lens

Gullstrand 1909

Liou & Brennan 1997

Navarro et al. 2007

Paraxial v. finite model eyes
n

Many models give accurate predictions of retinal image
quality only for
n
n

n
n

n

n

object close to optical axis
small pupils

These are called paraxial model eyes
If these conditions are not fulfilled, their retinal image
quality is worse than usually occurs in real eyes
Changes are needed to improve predictions of higher-order
aberrations and retinal image quality => finite model eyes
Genealogy of finite eyes: Lotmar 1971, Drasdo & Fowler
1974, Kooijman 1983, Liou & Brennan 1997, …..

Paraxial v. finite model eyes –
adaptations in finite model eyes
§

Many are development of existing paraxial
model eyes

§

Can be achieved with:
§ Aspherising surfaces (e.g. as conicoids)
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§ More fovea away from the optical
axis
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Paraxial v. finite model eyes –
adaptations in finite model eyes (cont.)
§

Can be achieved with:
§ Adding tilts and decentrations to surfaces and
aperture

§ If want a wide-angle eye model, add a curved
retina (many models don’t specify this)

§ If to be used for polychromatic light, vary the
refractive indices of media as wavelength
changes

Population and customised model eyes
§

Most model eyes have been generic, representing population averages

§

Developed for clinically normal and abnormal, and can be stratified
by age, gender, ethnicity, refractive error, accommodation

Population and customised model eyes (cont.)
Some researchers have developed model eyes for individuals
Thomas Young again (1801):
“I have endeavoured to express the form of every part of my eye,
as nearly as I have been able to ascertain it.”

Population and customised model eyes
(cont.)
Yet more Thomas Young –
prediction of peripheral imagery,
with image surfaces and
positions of the circle of least
confusion for corneal imagery
alone, the cornea and the
anterior lens surface, and whole
eye
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Which optical model eye to use?
§ An anatomically correct model is important for many applications,
but may be too complex and unwieldy to be useful in other
applications
§ Increasing complexity of eye models make them harder to use as
thinking tools
§ Law of Parsimony (Occam’s razor): entities should not be
multiplied needlessly, and the simplest of two competing theories
is to be preferred.
§ Use the simplest model that is adequate for an application. This
may be a model that is functionally accurate, but anatomically
inaccurate

Where to in the future?
§
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Expect more and more models as more ocular biometry collected
for specific populations
Models will probably increase in complexity as we learn more about
optical structure, especially lens gradient index and retinal shape
Role for functional models which might become simpler and more
abstract (less anatomically accurate)
e.g. fewer number of surfaces which are free-form or phase-plates (mimic
wavefronts)
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